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Abstract

Three means of representing serial order in connectionist models are iden-
ti�ed: interitem associations (e.g., the recurrent network of Jordan [1]),
ordinal representations (e.g., the activation gradient of Grossberg [2]),
and positional representations (e.g., the control signal of Houghton [3]).
Error data from studies of human short-term memory favour positional
representations. Three types of positional representations are possible:
those of temporal position (e.g., the OSCAR model of Brown et al. [4]),
absolute position (e.g., the Articulatory Loop model of Burgess & Hitch
[5]) and relative position (e.g., the Start-End Model of Henson [6]). Re-
cent data [7] favour representations of relative position. A connectionist
implementation of relative position is discussed.

1 Introduction

The problem of serial order is to explain how people store and retrieve a se-
quence of items in the correct order. This problem pervades many aspects of
cognition, from the ordering of digits in a telephone number to the ordering
of phonemes in a spoken word. However, since the importance of the problem
was raised by Lashley [8], an agreed solution has proved surprisingly elusive.

This chapter begins by reviewing three main approaches to the problem.
These approaches have their roots in psychological theories and are exempli-
�ed in several recent connectionist models. When tested within the domain
of short-term memory (STM) however, only one of these approaches appears
viable. This approach assumes that each item is coded for its position within
a sequence. The question then becomes whether that position is represented
temporally, absolutely or relatively. Connectionist models of STM tend to
assume representations of temporal or absolute position, whereas recent psy-
chological data [7] favour representations that code position relative to the start
and end of a sequence. The chapter concludes with a new connectionist model
that accommodates these data by assuming an array of oscillators of di�erent
frequencies that compete to best represent the input.

2 Three Approaches to Serial Order

Existing approaches to the problem of serial order can be categorised as in-
teritem associations, ordinal representations or positional representations.
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2.1 Interitem associations

This approach assumes that a sequence is stored by the formation of associ-
ations between representations of successive items. The order of items is re-
trieved by stepping along the chain of associations, such that each item becomes
(part of) the cue for recall of its successor (also known as chaining theory [9]).
Interitem associations are probably the oldest approach to serial order [10], be-
ing a simple extension of stimulus-response theory in which each response can
become the stimulus for the next [8].

The simplest chaining theories assume only pairwise associations between
representations of adjacent items [11] and cues that consist entirely of the pre-
ceding response. However, these theories face problems with a) repeated items,
because the items following a repetition will share the same cue, and b) er-
roneous responses, because the cue for subsequent responses will be incorrect.
More sophisticated theories overcome these problems by assuming remote asso-
ciations as well as adjacent ones [12]. In such compound chaining theories (Fig-
ure 1A), the cue consists of a number of preceding items, providing additional
context with which to disambiguate repeated items and to cater for occasional
errors in recall.1 Connectionist implementations of compound chaining theo-
ries include the recurrent neural networks of Jordan [1], Elman [13] and Taylor
[14], which have successfully modelled some aspects of sequence production and
recognition. Nonetheless, there are general arguments against chaining theory
[8, 15] and it is argued later (Section 3.1) that there is no empirical support for
interitem associations underlying STM for serial order.

2.2 Ordinal representations

Ordinal representations assume a single dimension along which order is de-
�ned, such as the relative strengths of item representations in memory. The
connectionist models of Grossberg [2] for example assume that order is stored
in a primacy gradient of strengths, such that the representation of each item is
stronger than that of its successor. The order of items is retrieved by an itera-
tive process of selecting the strongest item representation, and then suppressing
it so that it is not selected again (Figure 1B). Other ordinal representations
include the cyclic reactivations of Estes [16] and activation gradient in the Pri-
macy Model of Page and Norris [17] (see Norris & Page, this volume).

Ordinal representations generally require token representations in order to
handle repeated items: The order of sequences with repeated items can not
be represented over type representations, each with a single strength. Because
order is de�ned relationally, ordinal models also imply that errors will cooccur:
If, for example, the representation of an item becomes stronger than that of
its predecessor in the Primacy Model, owing to random noise, then the two
items will transpose [17]. This is an attractive property, because such paired
transpositions of adjacent items are common in people too (Section 2.2).

Unlike chaining models, models like the Primacy Model do not require feed-
back of responses, and a process like suppression can operate independently of
errors occurring at later stages of output. Moreover, the processes of selection
and suppression are simple to implement in connectionist models as winner-
take-all networks (e.g., the competitive �lter of Houghton [3]). Nonetheless, it
is argued below (Section 3.2) that ordinal representations are not suÆcient to
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Figure 1: (A) Remote interitem associations (e.g., Jordan [1]); (B) an ordinal
representation (e.g., Grossberg [2], suppression indicated by lighter lines); (C) a
positional representation (e.g., Burgess & Hitch [5], �lled circles represent active
nodes in a connectionist network, un�lled nodes represent inactive nodes).

account for the errors people make in recall from STM.

2.3 Positional representations

This approach assumes that order is stored by associating each item with its
position in a sequence, and that the order is retrieved by reinstating each
positional code and cueing the associated item.

The extreme case of a positional representation is Conrad's \box" model
[18]. Conrad suggested that people possess a number of boxes in STM in
which item representations can be stored. The items can be retrieved in order
by stepping through the boxes according to a predetermined routine. This
model does not have a problem with repeated items, because they are stored in
separate boxes, nor with erroneous responses, because the retrieval mechanism
can continue to the next box irrespective of whether the contents of the previous
box were retrieved correctly. This is of course the method by which conventional
Von Neumann computers store and retrieve order, through routines accessing
separate addresses in memory.

As a psychological theory, this approach is elaborated in the Perturbation
Model of Lee and Estes [19, 20], in which of the positions of items are initially
coded perfectly, but get perturbed over time such that nearby items are likely
to exchange. An alternative proposal is that positional codes are not perfect,
but overlap, in that the code for one position is similar to the codes for nearby
positions. This is the approach taken in the connectionist model of Burgess



and Hitch [5, 21, 22]. A \window" of activity moves from left to right across
an array of nodes for each position in a sequence (Figure 2C), and is associated
with other nodes (not shown) representing each item. However, because there
is some overlap in the set of active nodes for nearby positions, items at these
positions can be confused during retrieval.

The main question facing positional models is how the positional codes
themselves are reinstated in the correct order. One suggestion is that the codes
are derived from temporal oscillators in the brain [4, 21, 23]. Item represen-
tations can be associated with successive states of the oscillators, and these
states reinstated simply by resetting the oscillators and letting them evolve
under their own dynamics. However, though there is good evidence for posi-
tional representations in STM (Section 3.2), one goal of the present chapter
is to argue for a modi�ed interpretation of the oscillators assumed to underlie
positional codes.

3 Evidence from Short-Term Memory

In spite of the strengths and weaknesses of the speci�c connectionist models
mentioned above, important di�erences remain between the three general ap-
proaches to serial order. The di�erence between interitem associations and
positional representations is obvious: The retrieval cue in the former is the
previous item; the retrieval cue in the latter is some (abstract) positional code.
The di�erence between positional and ordinal representations is less obvious,
but relates to whether the position of an item can be de�ned independently
of surrounding items. In positional representations, it can; in ordinal repre-
sentations, it cannot. The consequence is that, with ordinal representations
like that in the Primacy Model [17], the middle item in a sequence can only
be retrieved after retrieval of its predecessors. With positional representations
however, it is possible in principle to retrieve the middle item without retrieving
its neighbours, by reinstating the appropriate positional code.

These di�erences can be tested empirically within the domain of STM by
using the memory span task, in which subjects must recall a novel list of items
in the correct order. It is particularly fruitful to examine the errors people
make when they misrecall a list. It will be argued that these errors necessitate
some type of positional representation in STM.

3.1 Evidence against interitem associations

The main prediction of chaining models is that recall of an item will depend
on the properties of its predecessor. In particular, \...errors are more likely
when discriminations must be made between similar states..." (Jordan, p.37
[1]). For example, it is well-established that lists of similar-sounding items
(e.g., BTGPDV) are harder to recall in order than lists of dissimilar items
(e.g., HRMQJY), even when presented visually (e.g., [24, 25]). This suggests
that items are represented in STM in a phonological form. If so, chaining mod-
els predict that (part of) the diÆculty people face with lists of phonologically
similar items stems from the similarity between the cues for each item. How-
ever, using lists in which similar and dissimilar items alternated in order (e.g.,
BRGQDY), Henson et al. [25] found no e�ect of whether or not the previous



item was phonologically similar to other items in the list. This is problematic
for any model that chains along associations between phonological represen-
tations. Furthermore, Henson et al. found that the probability of recalling a
dissimilar item appeared independent of whether or not the previous similar
item was recalled correctly. This is troublesome for any closed-loop chaining
model that assumes responses are fed back to cue subsequent items.

An extreme case of similarity is of course identity. Even compound chain-
ing models with remote associations predict that there should be a greater
probability of errors following repeated items (assuming they employ type rep-
resentations of items). For example, in a list HRMRJY, there should be more
errors in recalling the items following the repeated item (i.e., M and J) than
for items at corresponding positions in control lists with no repeated items.
In fact, chaining theory predicts that these errors are likely to be exchanges
between the following items themselves (e.g., HRMRJY recalled as HRJRMY),
given that they share the same cue. Preliminary support for this hypothesis
was reported by Wickelgren [26]. However, several recent experiments [9] found
only a small e�ect of repetition on recall of subsequent items, which failed to
reach signi�cance. Furthermore, any small di�erence that is found may well
have alternative explanations, given that the sheer presence of repeated items
has several e�ects on recall of a list [27]. For example, because there are fewer
di�erent items to guess from in a list with a repeated item than one without,
a simple guessing hypothesis also predicts a higher incidence of exchanges fol-
lowing repeated items when compared with control lists. Thus there does not
appear to be any conclusive evidence for an e�ect of repetition on cueing either.

The failure to �nd reliable evidence for an e�ect of phonological similarity,
errors or repetition on cueing is problematic for chaining models. It may be
possible to construct a speci�c chaining model that is consistent with the above
data (such a model might chain along associations between nonphonological,
token representations for example, independently of response feedback). How-
ever, given that there is not, as yet, any positive evidence for chaining, and
that there is positive evidence for positional representations (below), it seems
reasonable to argue against interitem associations on the grounds of parsimony.

3.2 Evidence for positional representations

The most common errors in serial recall from STM are order errors, or transpo-
sitions. The most striking aspect of these errors is their distribution: Erroneous
items are clustered around their correct position, rather than being randomly
distributed (e.g., [16, 25]). This �nding is often taken as evidence for posi-
tional representations, by suggesting that there is some generalisation across
positional codes that occasionally causes errors between items at nearby po-
sitions. However, the �nding does not force this conclusion, because similar
distributions of transpositions can be produced by models with ordinal repre-
sentations (see [17]): Errors in the relative order of nearby items also produce
the appropriate clustering of transpositions, without any coding of the position
of those items. In fact, the same pattern can even be produced by compound
chaining theories [28].

However, there are two types of error that do imply the presence of posi-
tional representations. The �rst of these occurs when lists are grouped. Group-
ing items by their rhythm of presentation, as common with telephone numbers



for example, is well known to improve recall (e.g., [29]). Though grouping re-
duces the overall incidence of errors, one type of error actually increases [30].
These interpositions [9] are transpositions between groups that maintain their
position within groups (and are not simply the result of whole groups swapping
[9, 20]). These errors imply that items can be coded for their position within a
group independently of surrounding items.

The second type of positional error is found between recall of lists on suc-
cessive trials. Conrad [31] showed that an erroneous item in one trial is more
likely than chance to have occurred at the same position in the previous trial.
Henson [9] called the errors caused by such proactive interference of positional
information protrusions. These errors imply that items can be coded for their
position within a trial.

Protrusions and interpositions are examples of a general tendency for errors
between sequences to maintain their position within a sequence. Such errors
cannot be attributed to errors of relative order within a sequence, and are
therefore inexplicable by ordinal representations. Nor can they be explained
by interitem associations. Positional errors can only be explained if STM for
serial order utilises positional representations.

4 Positional Representations

Three types of positional representations can be distinguished: representations
of temporal position, absolute position and relative position.

4.1 Temporal Position

In models that code temporal position, items are associated with a represen-
tation of their time of occurrence (often relative to the start of a sequence).
Such representations have been proposed by both Burgess and Hitch [21, 22]
and Brown et al. [4]. In particular, the OSCAR model [4] (see also Vousden
& Brown, this volume) is a connectionist model that assumes an array of free-
running oscillators of di�erent frequencies, the phases of which can be combined
to form a smooth \timing signal". Items are associated with the states of this
signal at their time of presentation, and recalled in order simply by resetting
the oscillators to their states at the start of presentation.

A simple formalisation of such a timing signal uses an array of harmonically-
related sinusoidal oscillators s = 1::N , such that the phase of oscillator s at
time t, �s(t), is:

�s(t) = sin(
2�t

2s�1B
+�s)

where B is the period of the base (fastest) oscillator s = 1 and �s is a random
starting phase for oscillator s at t = 0. The timing signal can then be repre-
sented by a dynamic vector v(t) generated from a weighted combination of the
oscillator phases, with more weight given to slower oscillators, such that:

vs(t) =W
N�s

�s(t)
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Figure 2: Similarity gradients for six items presented every 10 time units (A)
and for six items presented as two groups of three (B) via an extra 10 time
units between the third and fourth item (B=10, N=6, W=0.5, weighting of
oscillator s=4 increased to 1.0 for the grouped list). Gradients are averaged
over 10,000 runs with random initial phases for each oscillator.

where W < 1 is a weighting parameter. Providing there are suÆcient oscilla-
tors, the period of the slowest oscillator can be made long enough to ensure
that the timing signal does not repeat within the timescale of interest.

Assuming the initial state of the timing signal during presentation can be
reinstated at recall, the similarity (inner product) between the state of the tim-
ing signal for each position in a list of six items and its state at each time point
during recall is shown in Figure 2A (averaging over random initial phases, �s;
equivalent to the combination of multiple timing signals in OSCAR). These
similarity gradients indicate the degree of temporal generalisation across po-
sitions. In a model where items were output when this similarity exceeded
a threshold, any noise in the temporal codes or in the thresholding process
would produce the clustered pattern of transposition errors seen in the data
(the greater similarity between Positions 1 and 2 than between Positions 1 and
3 making Item 1 more likely to transpose with Item 2 than with Item 3).

Temporal grouping can be simulated by giving more weight to the oscillator



whose half-period is closest to the group period. This might arise for example if
the rhythm of presentation caused people to focus attention on the timescale of
groups. The further assumption that this group oscillator can be reset between
groups (so that all oscillators are reset at the start of recall, but only the group
oscillator is reset at the start of each group) produces the similarity gradients
shown for two groups of three in Figure 2B. In this example, the oscillator s = 4
with a half-period equal to the group period (40 time units) had its weighting
increased from 0.25 to 1.00 (and the weightings of other oscillators were nor-
malised so that the sum total of weightings remained constant). The e�ect of
this resetting and increased relative weighting is to improve the temporal res-
olution of positions within groups, by producing taller and sharper similarity
gradients, but impair the resolution of positions between groups, by increasing
the similarity between the same positions within groups (e.g., increasing the
similarity between the Positions 1 and 4). Both these properties are true of
the data [9], the latter accounting for the interpositions between groups that
support a positional representation of serial order (Section 3.2).

If it is also assumed that the oscillators are yoked such that an increase
in the frequency of the base oscillator produces a proportionate increase the
frequency of the other oscillators, then the recall rate can be uncoupled from
the presentation rate. A tonic signal to increase the frequency of the base
oscillator prior to recall for example would allow the items to be recalled faster
than they were presented. However, unless this tonic signal can also vary during
presentation and recall, a model using temporal representations always predicts
that the relative timing of recall of each item will match that of presentation of
each item. As discussed later (Section 5.1), this property proves problematic.

4.2 Absolute Position

Rather than coding each item with its temporal position, items can be coded
with their absolute (ordinal) position (e.g., �rst, second, third, etc.). This is the
positional representation adopted by event-driven models, such as the original
connectionist model of Burgess and Hitch [5]. In this model, the context signal
(Figure 1C) only changes as each item occurs, irrespective of the temporal
spacing between items. Thus the positional codes for a list of items presented
slowly are identical to those for the same list presented rapidly. However, it will
be argued later (Section 5.2) that even this level of abstraction is not suÆcient
to explain the pattern of errors in recall from STM.

4.3 Relative Position

The most abstract representation of position is a relative one, in which items
are coded for their position relative to the start and end of a sequence. This is
the representation chosen in the computational model of Henson [6, 9] and in
the connectionist model of Houghton [3]. These models assume a start marker,
which is strongest at the start of a sequence but decreases in strength with each
subsequent item, and an end marker, which increases in strength with each item
towards its maximum strength at the end of a sequence. The relative strengths
of the start and end markers therefore provide an approximate two-dimensional
code for each position within a sequence.



One problem facing these models is to specify how items are coded relative
to the end of the sequence when the end of the sequence has not yet occurred.
Henson [7] suggested that the strength of the end marker might correspond
to the degree of expectation for the end of a sequence. Houghton [3] assumed
that the end marker was only triggered at the very end of presentation, upon
which it was associated with a recency gradient of decaying activations of item
representations. By growing in strength more gradually during recall, these
associations allowed the end marker to exert an inuence backwards in time.
Both these models are consistent with the evidence for relative position dis-
cussed below (Section 5.2). Nonetheless, Section 6 describes a new model that
codes relative position without the problems associated with an end marker.

5 Evidence from Short-Term Memory

There is also evidence from STM experiments concerning the three types of
positional representation. Though the evidence is not clear cut, the pattern of
positional errors between sequences certainly favours a representation of relative
position over representations of purely temporal or absolute position.

5.1 Evidence for and against temporal position

One clear prediction of representations of temporal position is that the positions
of items closer in time will be harder to discriminate. In STM experiments,
this implies that slower presentation rates should produce better recall. How-
ever, one problem with this prediction is that subjects will often rehearse items
subjectively, at a rate that may di�er to the objective presentation rate. Faced
with a slow presentation rate for example, rehearsal rate is likely to exceed
presentation rate. When covert rehearsal was prevented by concurrent articu-
latory suppression, Baddeley and Lewis [32] found that serial recall was worse
for slow presentation rates, contrary to the prediction of temporal position.
Likewise, when covert rehearsal was minimised by articulation of distractors
between presentation of each item, Neath and Crowder [33] found that over-
all performance decreased as the number of interitem distractors increased, in
spite of the greater temporal separation entailed.2

One objection to the above evidence is that slower presentation rates and
greater numbers of interitem distractors also entail a greater delay between
presentation and recall of each item. Given the transient nature of information
in STM, longer delays are likely to produce a greater loss of information, which
may override any advantage from more distinctive temporal coding. What is
required is a comparison of performance when the temporal spacing between
items is varied but the temporal spacing between presentation and recall of the
�rst item is kept constant (and rehearsal is prevented). The authors are not
aware any such STM experiment to date.3

Some evidence that supports a role for temporal factors comes from other
�ndings by Neath and Crowder [33]. When comparing presentation schedules
in which the temporal spacing between items either increased or decreased over
successive positions (with the total presentation time equated at six seconds),
free recall was better with the decreasing schedule than the increasing schedule.
This is explicable if subjects adopted a backward temporal perspective, for
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Figure 3: Examples of groupings used by (A) Ng [35] and (B) Henson [7] and the
corresponding transposition errors predicted by representations of temporal,
absolute and relative position.

which a greater separation of early items is more advantageous than a greater
separation of late items (so-called temporal distinctiveness theory, cf. a line of
telegraph poles receding from the observer). However, in experiments with a
total presentation time closer to one second, Neath and Crowder [34] found that
performance was better with the increasing schedule. The authors suggest that
with such fast presentation rates (and a tendency to recall serially), subjects
adopt a forward perspective, in which case it is more advantageous for later
items to be widely separated. These data are returned to in Section 6, in
relation to a connectionist model that incorporates some inuence of temporal
factors in the coding of relative position.

Perhaps more diÆcult for representations of purely temporal position are
the error data from an experiment by Ng [35]. Ng used nine items grouped as
three groups of three, such that the middle group was presented either faster
or slower relative to the �rst and last groups (a two-group example is shown
in Figure 3A). The interest was in whether transpositions between groups were
more likely between the same temporal positions within groups (e.g., Positions
3 and 5) or the same absolute positions within groups (e.g., Positions 3 and
6). Ng found that transpositions were more likely between the same absolute
position within groups, and argued in favour of an absolute or event-driven
coding of position.



5.2 Evidence against absolute position

Because Ng's groups were of equal size however, her data are equally well com-
patible with a representation of relative position. To contrast the predictions
of absolute and relative position, Henson [7] examined the transpositions be-
tween groups of di�erent size, such as a group of three followed by a group of
four (Figure 3B). Transpositions were more likely between the ends of groups
(Positions 3 and 7) than between the same absolute position within groups
(Positions 3 and 6). In a second experiment, Henson [7] also found that pro-
trusions between trials of di�erent length were more likely between the ends
of trials than the same absolute position within trials. These data favour the
representation of relative position over the representation of absolute position.

One caveat with the experiments of Ng [35] and Henson [7] is that neither
controlled for covert rehearsal. In Ng's experiment for example, subjects may
have rehearsed the groups at the same rate, in spite of the di�erences in their
presentation rates. If so, the predictions of temporal and absolute position
would be confounded. However, this possibility seems less likely for Henson's
experiments, because there is no apparent reason why subjects should rehearse
longer sequences faster than shorter ones, such that their total rehearsal time
is equated. Thus the conclusion that positional representations in STM are
relative rather than absolute will be maintained.

6 A Connectionist Model of Relative Position

The model of relative position described by Henson [6, 9] is a psychological-level
model that is useful in allowing quantitative �ts to data and making predictions
for future experiments. However, it is not a connectionist model and makes
no attempt to o�er a neural-level implementation of relative position. Below
we sketch such an implementation in terms of temporal oscillators, given the
considerable evidence for such oscillators in the brain [36]. This implementation
o�ers a novel positional representation that combines aspects of both temporal
and relative position.

The basic idea behind the model is that many oscillators of di�erent fre-
quencies compete to best represent the input.4 The winning oscillators are those
with a half-period closest to the temporal duration of a sequence. Thus groups
of di�erent temporal duration (by virtue of di�erent presentation rates or dif-
ferent numbers of items) are represented by di�erent oscillators. During recall
however, oscillators of a single frequency are selected (depending on the recall
rate), and items are cued to the extent that the phases of these oscillators
match the phases of the oscillators that won the competition to represent the
sequence. The model is therefore able to adapt to di�erent presentation and
recall rates. Moreover, by having all oscillators compete in parallel, but only
selecting those with a half-period close to the sequence duration (apparent as
soon as no more items occur; see below), the model �nesses the problem of
predicting the end of a sequence that plagues models with an end marker.

More speci�cally, an array of oscillator pairs p = 1::N with half-periods
Hp = 1::N time units is assumed, such that the phases �(t) and �

0(t) of the



oscillators in pair p are:

�p(t) = sin(
�t

Hp

) �
0

p
(t) = sin(

�t

Hp

+
�

2
)

In other words, the two oscillators are phase-lagged by 90 degrees [37].
During presentation, the occurrence of the �rst item in a sequence causes

all oscillators to be reset such that t = 0. The oscillators then run at their
di�erent speeds, each item being associated with the phases of all oscillators at
its time of occurrence, until no further items occur. The winning oscillator pair
then selected to represent the sequence is the pair p = w, where Hw is the total
duration of the sequence. The positional code for the item presented at time t1
after the start of the sequence is the two-dimensional vector < �w(t1) �

0

w
(t1) >.

Assuming that oscillator pair p = r is chosen for recall (and reset at the start
of recall), then the strength with which the item presented at time t1 is cued
at time t2 relative to the start of recall is given by the inner product of the
positional codes for presentation and recall, equal to:

sin(
�t1

Hw

)sin(
�t2

Hr

) + sin(
�t1

Hw

+
�

2
)sin(

�t2

Hr

+
�

2
) = cos(

�t1

Hw

�

�t2

Hr

)

In other words, the similarity gradient for the item occurring at time t1 during
presentation is a cosine function of the angle between the phase of the �rst
oscillator in the pair selected at presentation and the phase of the �rst oscil-
lator in the pair chosen for recall at time t2 (without needing to average over
oscillators with di�erent initial phases).

The ability of this representation to capture the appropriate similarity gra-
dients for grouped lists is shown in Figure 4. For these simulations, a number
of further assumptions were made about grouping. Firstly, a group was as-
sumed to end when no item occurred in a given interval after the most recent
item, where that interval was equal to the time between the presentation of the
previous two items. In other words, prior rhythmic parsing of the input was
assumed, such that a group boundary was located whenever an item failed to
occur before or in time with the beat de�ned by the last two items. Secondly,
two sets of oscillator pairs were assumed: one in which all oscillators were reset
at the start of a new group, and one in which oscillators were only reset at the
start of a list. The winning oscillator pair(s) in the �rst set represented the
relative position of items within groups, whereas the winning oscillator pair in
the second set (those with a half-period equal to the length of the whole list)
represented the position of groups within the list. Positional codes therefore
consisted of two vectors, one comprising the phases of the winning group oscil-
lator pair at the time each item was presented, and one comprising the phases
of the winning list oscillator pair at the time the �rst item in each group was
presented. During recall, the inner products between these vectors and those
derived from the group oscillator pair and list oscillator pair chosen for output
were combined by simple addition (and halved to normalise similarity to the
range -1 to 1). Finally, it was assumed that reset of the group oscillator pair
during recall was triggered when the phases of the list oscillator pair chosen for
output matched those possessed at the start of presentation of each group by
the list oscillator pair chosen for input (these phases perhaps being stored in
temporary associations between the two sets of oscillators).
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Figure 4: Similarity gradients for two groups of three items, the �rst presented
every 10 time units and the second presented every 20 time units (A), and for a
group of three items followed by a group of four items, presented every 10 time
units (B), with an extra 10 time units between each group (half-periods of group
and list oscillator pairs used for recall were 30 and 80 time units respectively).



Figure 4A shows the similarity gradients for two groups, the second of which
was presented twice as slowly as the �rst (as in Figure 3A); Figure 4B shows
the gradients for a group of three items followed by a group of four (as in
Figure 3B). In both cases, the similarity between items in di�erent groups is
greatest for items at the same relative position within a group. Thus, in the
case of groups presented at di�erent rates, Item 3 is more likely to transpose
with Item 6 than with Item 5, and in the case of groups of di�erent size, Item
3 is more likely to transpose with Item 7 than with Item 6.

As well as being compatible with the error patterns in STM, it is interest-
ing to note that such a representation also shows some inuence of temporal
factors. With the increasing or decreasing presentation schedules of Neath
and Crowder [33, 34] for example, the parser will not identify any rhythm or
grouping during presentation, and will therefore code the whole list with a sin-
gle oscillator pair. Because the increasing and decreasing schedules will result
in successive positions being represented with increasing and decreasing phase
di�erences respectively, the model predictions coincide with those of temporal
distinctiveness theory. In other words, the representation coded by a single
oscillator pair is of relative, temporal position. Where the model might di�er
to temporal distinctiveness theory is with rhythmic presentation schedules that
allow hierarchical representations of position. In these cases, the present model
predicts that errors between sequences will respect relative rather than tempo-
ral position within sequences (because di�erent-duration sequences are coded
by di�erent-frequency oscillators), consistent with the above data, whereas the
predictions of temporal distinctiveness theory are unclear. Future work will
hopefully clarify the similarities and di�erences between the two approaches.

6.1 Future Work

Several questions remain of the model outlined above. Foremost is the problem
of synchronising the phases of the group and list oscillators used in recall. If
such synchronisation is not achieved, the relative phases of the group and list
oscillators selected after presentation will not match the relative phases of the
group and list oscillators chosen for recall, and appropriate similarity gradients
are not guaranteed. This problem was overcome above by coding items for
the position of their group in the list (rather than directly for their position
in the list), and by resetting the group oscillator pair during recall whenever
the appropriate phases of the list oscillator pair were reached. There is still
a problem in choosing the frequency of the group oscillator pair relative to
that of the list oscillator pair at recall: If the group oscillator pair is too slow
relative to the list oscillator pair, the group oscillators may be reset before
they have completed one half-period. Alternative solutions to the problem of
synchronisation might be worth considering. Finally, the assumptions behind
the rhythmic parser need to be examined. For example, the current parser
predicts that an input of 1 2 3 would be parsed as a group of two followed by
a group of one, whereas an input of 1 2 3 would be parsed as a single group
of three. This would be simple to test empirically, yet surprisingly, we know of
no data on the e�ects of such temporal presentation schedules on grouping.



7 Summary

The problem of serial order illustrates both the importance of representations
in psychological theorising and connectionist modelling, and the valuable inter-
play between these two �elds. Since their inception as psychological theories,
all three approaches to the problem, interitem associations, ordinal represen-
tations and positional representations, have subsequently been instantiated in
various connectionist models. Though the data from STM experiments favour
positional representations, it is only through the precision required of connec-
tionist instantiations that the nature of positional representations, whether they
are temporal, absolute or relative, has been questioned. These connectionist
models are therefore now feeding back into psychological theorising to make
predictions that can be tested empirically. As such, the problem of serial order
exempli�es both the theme of this year's Workshop, and the rationale behind
the Neural Computation and Psychology Series as a whole.
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Notes

1. There are other possible solutions of course. With respect to repeated
items, one can appeal to the type/token distinction, so that two occurrences
of the same type have nonidentical token representations [38]. With respect
to errors in recall, open-loop chaining models like TODAM [39] can cue with
previous items whether or not they are recalled correctly (as opposed to closed-
loop chaining models in which responses feedback to cue subsequent items [9]).

2. Neath and Crowder [34] found that slower presentation rates did aid recall
when much faster rates were used (around �ve items per second, in comparison
with the maximum of two items per second in the study of Baddeley & Lewis
[32]). However, under such rapid presentation of items, there is a danger that
faster presentation rates do not allow as e�ective encoding.

3. Numerous experiments have shown that measures of recency are positively
correlated with the ratio of interitem interval to retention interval [40, 41], in
support of temporal distinctiveness theories [42, 43]. However, these experi-
ments have tested mainly recognition, or free recall, rather than memory for
serial order (apart from those discussed in Section 5.1). Moreover, recency is
not necessarily the best index of temporal distinctiveness because it is a relative
measure, comparing performance on the last position with that on penultimate
positions, and is therefore likely to depend on other factors, including over-
all performance level. Indeed, when overall performance levels are compared,
greater temporal spacing does not always aid free recall [40] (though see [42]).

4. We thank Tom Hartley for this idea.
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